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Dear guests,
a warm welcome to F.I.N.D. 2013!
For ten days in March the Schaubühne is the destination for new
European theatre. At the 13th Festival of International New Drama directors and dramatists from Italy, Spain, Greece, Russia,
Hungary and Iceland will introduce themselves and their work
which is being shown for the first time in Berlin.
Political, economic and media discussions about Europe today
usually evoke various scenarios of crises and collapse. Culture
and theatre are not exempt from this: whether in the centre of
Europe or on its perimeters, directors and companies are threatened by austerity measures, pressure to justify their existence
and hijacking for political ends. Nevertheless, exciting theatre still
thrives, and often even in those places where economic and political constraints are at their most challenging. Our festival gives
European directors and writers a voice and provides a space
for shared reflection, exchanges, experiences and debates which
transcend national, linguistic and cultural boundaries.
The Italian theatre-maker Romeo Castellucci will be working for
the first time with Schaubühne actors. The BLITZ theatre collective from Athens invites you to their »Terrorist Ballroom«. And the
Icelander Egill Heiðar Anton Pálsson is staging »Notes From the
Kitchen« from a text by the Spanish dramatist Rodrigo García
about world-weariness, despairing love and good recipes. The

theatre and film director Kornél Mundruczó is arriving from Hungary with his »Frankenstein-Project« which updates the European
myth of Mary Shelley's ›modern Prometheus‹ to a contemporary
Budapest setting. Herbert Achternbusch’s »Susn« reveals the
fate of a rebel with a lust for life, played by Brigitte Hobmeier,
who fails to find fulfilment or freedom in the restrictive Bavarian
provinces. The Catalan director Àlex Rigola and the Russian film
and theatre-maker Kirill Serebrennikov – both of whom will stage
works in the Schaubühne's upcoming season – will be showing
new texts in workshop presentations. In the Studio, Patrick Wengenroth will be dealing with one of the key figures of European
history in Jakob Nolte’s and Michel Decar’s new play »Helmut
Kohl läuft durch Bonn« which scrutinises with increasing absurdity biography and fiction and presents Kohl's story as a history
play.
And so, we invite you to discover the European theatre-makers
and their artistic works!
Our special thanks to our sponsors, without whom F.I.N.D. 2013
would not be possible.

F.I.N.D. 2013 is funded by the Capital Cultural Fund and the Aventis Foundation.

Presented by taz.die tageszeitung, zitty Berlin, radioeins, Berlin Poche and Exberliner.

F.I.N.D. plus
In 2013, the »F.I.N.D. plus« workshop programme is taking
place for the third time, bringing together acting and directing
students from Germany, France and a new third partner country
each year. They will meet the festival’s theatre-makers, attend
the festival programme, get to know one another and work together in master-classes.

Their school, as well as the theatre landscape in Hungary, is currently threatened by austerity measures and the government’s
authoritarian nationalistic policies – which makes it all the more
important to stimulate an exchange amongst Europe’s future
theatre-makers here.

This year we are welcoming students from Rennes, Strasbourg,
Paris, Budapest and Berlin. In the year of the 50th anniversary
of the Élysée Treaty it is particularly delightful that future actors,
directors and dramaturgs from Germany and France are again
participating in »F.I.N.D. plus«. The students from the University
of Theatre and Film Arts in Budapest are here for the first time.

F.I.N.D. plus is funded by by the French Ministry of Culture and Communication/DGCA, the
Franco-German Youth Office (FGYO) and the Allianz Kulturstiftung.

Welcome
to the
jungle.*
* from »Helmut Kohl läuft durch Bonn« by Nolte Decar | Staging: Patrick Wengenroth
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The
Terrorist
Ballroom

Hyperion.
Letters of
a Terrorist

Room: Jan Pappelbaum and Elisabeth Weiß
Collaboration Costumes: Oscar Salieh
Dramaturgy: Nils Haarmann
Cast: Robert Beyer, Uwe Dreysel,
Cathlen Gawlich, Ulrich Hoppe, Jenny König,
Felicitas Madl, Ernst Stötzner

Premiere
Direction, Stage, Light and Costume Design: Romeo Castellucci
Music: Scott Gibbons | Artistic collaboration: Silvia Costa
Dramaturgy: Florian Borchmeyer and Piersandra Di Matteo
Cast: Rosabel Huguet, Eva Meckbach, Angela Winkler,
Luise Wolfram and others

after Friedrich Hölderlin

In German with English surtitles

In German with English surtitles

In a plush ballroom from a bygone era dance partners come together. They meet as strangers in this anachronistic setting, supposedly for the first time, and yet they seem to have known each other
for decades. What unites them is a belief in militant, revolutionary
campaigns, but they are all so incompatible with one another, that
they are doomed to failure. So the dancing terrorists are only complicit in their yearnings for long-lost radical causes, far removed from
reality.
Greek theatre collective BLITZ is one of the most exciting new
voices on the European theatre scene. With Schaubühne actors
they will develop an evening in which each member of the cast is
author, director, actor and dramaturg. From this anarchic basis a political revue unfolds in the form of a dance night whose rules of agitation and mise-en-scène are derived from the rituals of the dance.

Having grown up in harmony with nature and the ancient world
of the gods, the Greek, Hyperion, has joined the armed struggle
against Turkish occupation. Confronted by the true brutality of war
he loses his illusions, his friends and witnesses the death of his
beloved, god-like Diotima. Alienated from the modern world, he becomes a hermit and seeks healing in the solitude of nature and in the
contemplation of its beauty, only to find that beauty does not come
without risk.
In 1797 Hölderlin wrote his epistolary novel »Hyperion«, a radical
poetic manifesto and yet, at the same time also a confession of political failure, which reflected the collapse of his own revolutionary
ideals. Romeo Castellucci, founder of the legendary Italian theatre
collective Socìetas Raffaello Sanzio, transforms Hölderlin’s lyrical
prose into a radical and visually stunning performance piece, a political and poetic reflection on contemporary art, religion and rebellion, on literature as a drug and on the terrorism of beauty.

A production of the Schaubühne am Lehniner Platz.

Photo: Arno Declair

A project by BLITZ

A production of the Schaubühne am Lehniner Platz.
Supportet by Radeberger.

BLITZ was founded in Athens in 2004. For founding members
Aggeliki Papoulia, Christos Passalis and Giorgos Valais theatre is a
place for dialogue and exchange. They are all equally involved in the
conception, writing, directing and dramaturgy of their projects. Their
play »Galaxy« was produced during the F.I.N.D. 2012 and is now in
the Schaubühne’s repertoire.

Photo: Publis Domain

Romeo Castellucci (b. 1960 in Cesena) founded the Socìetas Raffaello Sanzio theatre company alongside Claudia Castellucci and Chiara
Guidi in 1981 and has been its artistic director
ever since. He curated the Venice theatre biennale in 2005 and was Artiste Associé at the Festival
d’Avignon in 2008.

Photo: Publis Domain

Friedrich Hölderlin (b. 1770, Lauffen; d. 1843,
Tübingen) is recognised as one of Germany’s most
famous lyric poets. After studying at Tübingen he
worked for many years as a tutor for various families,
during which time he met his great love Susette Gontard. He later used her as the inspiration for the character of Diotima in his epistolary novel »Hyperion«.
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Notes
from the
Kitchen

Susn

by Herbert Achternbusch
Guest Production of the Münchner Kammerspiele
Direction: Thomas Ostermeier
Stage and Costume Design: Nina Wetzel
Music: Nils Ostendorf
Video: Sébastien Dupouey
Dramaturgy: Julia Lochte
Cast: Brigitte Hobmeier, Edmund Telgenkämper
In German with English surtitles

by Rodrigo García

Premiere
German Language Premiere
German translation by Dorothea Köhler
Direction: Egill Heiðar Anton Pálsson | Stage and Costume Design: Magda Willi
Video: Benjamin Krieg | Dramaturgy: Maja Zade | Light Design: Erich Schneider
Cast: Niels Bormann, Urs Jucker, Lucy Wirth and Klaus Bobach Ríos/Vincent Elitez,
Jerome Hirthammer/Wieland Friedrich Bicher, Lisa Meißner/Clémence Présent

Redheaded Susn comes from the Bavarian Forest and fails to overcome the restrictions of her world in the same radical manner in which
she opposes them. We first see her as a 17 year old school-girl confessing with savage determination to leave the church. Ten years later,
having moved from the countryside to the city, she is alone in her student digs. One stormy night she descends into an erotic phantasmagoria, a cry of desperation. Ten years after that, Susn is living with an
author whose work has long since become a self-obsessed soliloquy.

In the final scene she sits in a church, armed with booze, desperately
crying out to God.
Achternbusch’s Susn is filled with both a refusal to conform and an
appetite for life which the world as she finds it cannot feed. A tragic
ending is inevitable, because »rather than a single bloody day to be
worked towards, the revolution is probably a process which must be
undertaken every single day.«

Thomas Ostermeier (b. 1968, Soltau) was Artistic Director of the Baracke at the Deutsches
Theater Berlin between 1996 and 1999. Since
1999 Artistic Director of the Schaubühne. In 2004
he was Artist Associé at the Festival d’Avignon. He
has been awarded numerous prizes including the
Golden Lion at the Venice Theatre Biennale in 2011.

Herbert Achternbusch (b. 1938, Munich) is a novelist, film director and painter. He studied at the
Paedagogical University in Munich-Pasing and the
Academies of Fine Arts in Nuremberg and Munich.
The poète maudit has won many awards including
the 2010 Kasseler Literaturpreis für grotesken
Humor.

A production of the Münchner Kammerspiele.

Photo: Benjamin Krieg

»Take the lamb testicles, skin and soak them in cold water for several hours. Then cut or grate them into fine strips, season with salt
and pepper and fry in butter until they are soft to the touch. Allow
them to cool and, when they are cold, drizzle with cream and warm
honey before serving.«
An impoverished artist hopes to achieve fame and fortune by winning an art prize. A father gives his son vermouth and olives for
breakfast, in order to protect him from any horrific experiences at
school. The two men love the same woman and want to win her
heart and body. As the way to any (wo)man’s heart is through the
stomach, the men begin to cook. The recipes for their cooking-duel
come from Leonardo da Vinci. In the kitchen the three confront one
another with stories of their lives: stories of longing for love, of the
fear of meaninglessness and, despite repeated disappointment,
their everlasting passions and desires.
A production of the Schaubühne am Lehniner Platz.
Supported by the Spanish Embassy.

Egill Heiðar Anton Pálsson (b. 1974, Reykjavík)
studied acting and directing and is currently professor of directing in Denmark. He has staged productions in cities including Reykjavik, Stockholm
and Copenhagen. His production of »The Deep«
by Jón Atli Jónasson has been in the Schaubühne
repertoire since F.I.N.D. 2012.

Photo: Andreas Pohlmann

In German with English surtitles

Photo: Richard Dumas

Rodrigo García (b. 1964, Buenos Aires) works as
a writer and director in Spain and France. Several of his plays have already appeared in previous
Schaubühne festivals. His work has been translated into many languages and produced around
the world. »Goya« has been in the Schaubühne’s
repertoire since the F.I.N.D. 2011.

Photo: Paolo Pellegrin

Photo: Barbara Gass
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FrankensteinProject

Close to Zero by Natan Dubowizki
Workshop Presentation
Direction: Kirill Serebrennikov | Set: Elisabeth Weiß
Dramaturgy: Nils Haarmann | Video: Ilya Shagalov
Cast: Thomas Bading, Jule Böwe, Ingo Hülsmann, Erhard Marggraf,
Laura Mitzkus, Sebastian Nakajew, Felix Römer, David Ruland
In German

by Kornél Mundruczó and Yvette Bíró

Natan Dubowizki is the pseudonym behind which it is rumoured the
Russian businessman and politician Wladislaw Jurjewitsch Surkow
(b. 1964, Solnzewo/Chechnya) hides. The latter is currently deputy
prime minister of the Russian government. In 2009 the publication of
the novel »Close to Zero« created a public furore and led to speculation about the identity of its author.

Workshop Presentation
German Translation by Hanna Grzimek | Direction: Àlex Rigola
Set: Elisabeth Weiß | Dramaturgy: Florian Borchmeyer
Cast: Christoph Gawenda, Stefan Stern
In German

In the labyrinthine sewers beneath the city policeman José defends
the rat-folk against intruders. A brutal series of murders leads him
to investigate the predatory weasels and martens. But then he discovers that the murderers are amongst the rats themselves. Chilean

cult-author Roberto Bolaño (»2666«) has developed a film noir style
parable about the evil in mankind. Adapted for the stage by the Catalan director Àlex Rigola, F.I.N.D. is hosting the world theatre premiere
of »Police Rat«.

Supported by the Ramon llull Institut.

Àlex Rigola (b. 1969, Barcelona), dramaturg and
theatre director. Until 2011 director of the Teatre
Lliure in Barcelona. Since then he has been director of the theatre section at the Venice Biennale.
His productions have toured Europe, South America, Asia and Australia. In a staged reading he presented Bolaño’s novel »2666« at F.I.N.D. 2010.

Photo: Mátyás Erdély

A Production of the Proton Theatre. Supported by the Bárka Theatre,
the PropClub and the Trafó House of Contemporary Arts.

Photo: Mátyás Erdély

Kirill Serebrennikov (b. 1969, Rostov-on-Don)
studied physics and now works as a theatre and
film director in Moscow where he is currently director of the Gogol Center. He is one of the founders of the Territorija Festival and lectures at the
Moscow Art Theatre School. He won the Stanislawski Prize.

Police Rat by Roberto Bolaño

In Hungarian with *German/**English Translation

Kornél Mundruczó (b. 1975, Gödöllő/Hungary)
attended drama college, studied directing at the
University of Theatre and Film Arts in Budapest
and works as a writer and film and theatre director.
In 2011 he was awarded the main prize at the Politik im Freien Theater festival in Dresden with »Hard
To Be A God«.

portrait of contemporary Russia. »Close to Zero« is simultaneously a
literary discovery, a scandal and a sensation. Kirill Serebrennikov has
adapted the novel for the stage.

> Tues 19 March, 8.30pm in the Studio

Guest Production of the Proton Theatre, Hungary
Direction: Kornél Mundruczó | Stage and Costume Design: Márton Ágh
Dramaturgy: Viktória Petrányi | Production Manager: Dóra Büki
Cast: Andrea Spolarics, Roland Rába, Kinga Mezei, János Derzsi, Sándor Terhes,
Natasa Stork, Péter Orth, Ágota Kiss
The director of a large-scale, meticulously prepared film project has
a problem: he lacks a lead actor. None of the contenders is good
enough – when suddenly the ideal candidate turns up. Everything
seems perfect until he is first revealed to be the director's very own
son and shortly after that a human monster... In their FrankensteinProject Hungarian filmmaker and theatre director Kornél Mundruczó
and writer Yvette Bíró adapt the Frankenstein story and relocate it to
present-day Budapest. The production negotiates questions of creation and responsibility, and artistic and biological fatherhood in a
claustrophobic atmosphere. It is about society and the monstrous it
cannot bear and hence excludes, but which reflects back upon it like a
mirror – and about the question of collective and individual culpability.
Mundruczó: »Essentially, one becomes a fascist out of envy and fear.
Rather than experiencing this process in an intellectual, abstract way,
where we have all the right answers, I want the audience to be confronted with it in a realistic manner. Our rejection of the ›monster‹
shows that we prefer to be ordinary rather than different.«

The author of »Close to Zero« describes his novel as gangsta fiction.
However, this absurd, Banja-set tale of corruption, crooked politicians,
media debates and legal judgments creates an alarmingly authentic

Advertisement:

Photo: Illés Sarkantyu

Yvette Bíró (b. 1930, Budapest), screenwriter and
essayist. She emigrated to Paris in the seventies
and later to the USA. She has lectured at many universities including the Sorbonne in Paris, the University of California, Berkeley, Stanford University
and NYU. She wrote the screenplay for »Delta«, that
won the FIPRESCI Film Award in Cannes in 2008.

Photo: Basso Cannarsa

Roberto Bolaño (b. 1953, Santiago de Chile; d.
2003, Barcelona) was a novelist. He was co-founder of the avant-garde Infrarealist group who rebelled against established novelists. In the 1970s
he sought his luck in Spain. His work was totally un
known until he won the Premio Rómulos Gallegos
prize in 1998. Author of the novel »2666« (2004).
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Helmut Kohl läuft durch Bonn
by Nolte Decar Staged Reading

In German

Staging: Patrick Wengenroth | Set: Elisabeth Weiß | Music: Matze Kloppe
Cast: Niels Bormann, Ulrich Hoppe, Sebastian Nakajew, Felix Römer, Kay Bartolomäus Schulze and others
A history play set in the republic of Bonn, stuffed with polemics,
triumphs, failures, intrigues and historical half-truths. Helmut, Hannelore and their three sons take the leading roles with Genscher, Schmidt,
Strauß and Schröder as the supporting players. A revisiting of old

Photo: Heiko Schäfer

Patrick Wengenroth (b. 1976,
Hamburg) works as a translator and director. He developed the theatre-show-format
»Planet Porno«. He has directed in cities including Dresden, Munich and Cologne.

Photo: Reinhard Werner

acquaintances, fellow travellers, rivals, challengers and dictators. The
new play from Jakob Nolte and Michel Decar is a monumental political
drama which Patrick Wengenroth and his ensemble, accompanied by
musician Matze Kloppe, are presenting as a staged reading.
Nolte Decar is an author duo consisting of Jakob Nolte and
Michel Decar. Nolte’s (b. 1987, Augsburg) productions have
played at the Hans-Otto-Theater in Potsdam, the Maxim Gorki Theater and the bat in Berlin. Decar (b. 1987, Augsburg)
directed various own plays at the studio theatre in Munich.
In 2012 he was awarded the Förderpreis für Neue Dramatik
of the Theatertreffen for his play »Jonas Jagow«.

> Sun 24 March, 8.30pm

Gefahr-BarTM

Concert and Reading In German
by Nicolas Stemann, Thomas Kürstner, Sebastian Vogel as well as Claudia Lehmann and guests
»Gefahr-BarTM« is the name of Nicolas Stemann’s theatre and music trio
which set out to react with collective counter-logic to the impertinences
of the world. Something new and different every time – from texts and
songs to campaigns to protect the right to endanger things. Downright

hilarious. Sweeten your evening! Listen to songs! Win poems! Encounter people from all sorts of countries and occupations (e. g., a theatre
doctor). Where? In the »Gefahr-BarTM« – a location for enlightenment
A Co-produktion with the Schauspiel Leipzig.
and explanation.

> Sun 17 March, 3pm

Discussion

In English

With: Egill Heiðar Anton Pálsson (Iceland), BLITZ (Greece), Romeo Castellucci (Italy), Kornél Mundruczó and
Dora Büki (Hungary), Álex Rigola (Catalonia) | Moderated by: Thomas Ostermeier
Democracy and freedom are threatened throughout Europe by nationalism, fear of state-bankruptcy and a disintegrating social contract.
The Hungarian government is pursuing an authoritarian nationalistic
course; Greece teeters on the brink of financial collapse; Spain and
Italy are drastically slashing public funding for culture and welfare. In

conversation with Thomas Ostermeier, the festival's invited theatremakers will outline the political and economic conditions under which
they are working and discuss the opportunities theatre has to respond to these circumstances.

> Sun 17 March, 8.30pm in the Studio

Reading

In German

»Wann wird es endlich wieder so, wie es nie war« Book launch with Joachim Meyerhoff
As the youngest son of the director of a psychiatric institute for children and young people, is it normal to grow up amongst hundreds of
physically and mentally ill people? The young hero of Meyerhoff’s new
novel has never known anything else – and actually likes it. He for ex-

> Sat 23 March, from 11.30pm

Party

ample loves riding through the asylum grounds on the shoulders of a
gigantic inmate. Joachim Meyerhoff tells the story of an extraordinary
family in an extraordinary place – a close family which is being torn
apart.
To end the festival we invite our audience, theatre-makers, students
and those eager to dance to celebrate with us!

Check
your
weapon
before
you
leave.*

* from »The Terrorist Ballroom« A project by BLITZ

